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	The New York Times, Online, 25 October 2012: An Enigma Wrapped in Formica‘Richard Artschwager!’ at Whitney Museum The artist Richard Artschwager, who is having a second career retrospective at the Whitney Museum of American Art, had his first in 1988. And the timing of it, everyone said, was genius.Mr. Artschwager was then in his mid-60s — he is now 88 — and had already been on the New York scene for three decades, with art that was, at different times, identified with Pop, Minimalism and Conceptualism, without landing squarely in any category. Part of his cachet was that no one quite knew what to do with him, this artist who made furniturelike sculptures covered with wood-grain Formica and paintings that appeared to be done with smudged soot. People called him an enigma so often that the word stuck to him like a middle name.But in 1988 the moment of clarification seemed to arrive with the surfacing of a new art trend called Neo-Geo, a kind of Pop-Minimal-Conceptual mash-up with French theory thrown in. Mr. Artschwager’s actual link to the young artists involved — Peter Halley, Jeff Koons and Haim Steinback among then — was tenuous, amounting to little more than a shared use of certain materials (plastic, rubber) and a sardonic take on middle-class culture. But when the market wants history to sell, any connecting dots will do.                          Richard Artschwager, Yale University Art Gallery, Richard Artschwager's “Portrait II,” from 1963, Formica on wood. Mr. Artschwager was suddenly a patriarch, and here were his progeny.His present Whitney survey, emphatically titled “Richard Artschwager!” arrives without such packaging and positioning, though there’s no question that the artist has pertinence to things going on today. His use of Formica to introduce faux-naturalism to sculpture is not so different from the way a young artist like Wade Guyton uses computers and inkjet printers to produce faux-paintings.Both artists draw on technological innovations to step back from art, circle around it, and step in close again from another side, where there is no faux; all is authentic. Surely it’s no accident that Mr. Guyton’s first Whitney retrospective coincides with Mr. Artschwager’s second.    The New York Times, Online, 25 October 2012By Holland Cotter


